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Reviews available to include on your flyer
 
      There are many books about coaching. Few are written by people who have actually mastered both the art and science of coaching. Even fewer go beyond the written page to actually show you video examples of the craft of coaching in action. By presenting the richness of coaching - with all its complexity and sophistication - in a clear and unambiguous fashion, this book will stimulate, provoke and expand your understanding and skills. It raises the bar for coaching texts. A genuine “must have” for both the novice and experienced coach.
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      Advanced Coaching Practice is an essential read for experienced coaches looking to develop their practice to the next level. The authors effectively combine relevant psychological theories and their own insights developed over many years as executive coaches.
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      This is good resource
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      Excellent over view with enough detail for the additional reading list




  
          Dr Chelle Oldham




              


    
      



 


 
      Allowed me to develop my coaching sessions and further students understanding much quicker by allowing them to reflect more efficiently




  
          Mr Robert Lindley




              


    
      



 


 
      The book provides a perspective on a number of critical agendas for the advanced practitioner, taking the development of professional practice beyond skills and competencies.  It will provide a valuable resource for students seeking to further problematise their practice.
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      This is a great book to encourage reflective practice. The use of video clips as supporting materials is very good.




  
          Ms Marilia Angove
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